MANUFACTURING TEST TECHNICIAN
Job Title:
Test Technician

Location:
Integrated Biometrics, LLC
535 West iron Avenue Suite 104
Mesa, Arizona 85210

Job Description
Test Technician
Job Duties Include the following:
• Test and evaluate raw materials, create ink mixtures and finished printed circuits using electronic and
other types of measurement equipment in a way that is repeatable and reliable
• Understanding of basic electrical concepts (current, voltage,
power, etc.)
• Measure brightness and electrical current
• Accurately document readings and procedures using Excel
• Basic understanding or experience with Statistical Process
Control (SPC) highly desirable
• Learn to operate lab equipment including
o Batch ovens
o Planetary Mixer
o Viscometer
o Digital Scale/Balance
o Filtration equipment
o Sonicator
Follow instructions to accurately prepare inks from a recipe sheet
Use a scale to measure ingredients with precision and accuracy and document amounts added in a log
sheet
Use Excel and basic algebra to scale quantities as needed
Clean room experience is desirable or understanding of basic clean room processes to avoid
contamination
Able to understand and follow all lab safety procedures
Ability to read and understand technical documents and manuals
• Follow lab safety procedures when working with chemicals
• Take proper precautions to prevent cross-contamination of chemicals and raw ingredients
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Other Skills
• Competence with Microsoft Office programs (Word, Excel, Power Point)
• Quick learner that can follow directions and procedures
• Able to think and learn on-the-fly
• Understand Chemical Safety Data Sheets (SDS) and take appropriate precautions
• Korean language skills are highly desirable

More On Integrated Biometrics
Culture is important to Integrated Biometrics and a good “cultural fit” is required for employment.
Integrated Biometrics has adopted the Executive Operating System (EOS) approach for the overall
foundation of the organization. The EOS concept was initially outlined in the book TRACTION
by Gino Wickman. Integrated Biometrics is early in its TRACTION adoption and overall
embracing of EOS. Management is committed to EOS and, for 2018, is expanding EOS to all
levels of the organization.

Core Purpose:
(Why IB Exists)
Enabling convenient, accurate finger print identification.
Core Values:
(Standards Of Behavior At IB)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accountable
Resourceful
Results Oriented
Persistent / Diligent
Customer Focused (External And Internal)
Curious

Permission To Play Values:
(Must-Haves To work At IB)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reliable / Trustworthy
Co-operative
Good Listener
Team Player
Respectful
Honest
Friendly
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•
•

Helpful
Have Common Sense
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Who Are Integrated Biometrics?
Integrated Biometrics, LLC designs and manufactures FBI-certified fingerprint sensors for law
enforcement, military operations, homeland security, national identity, election validation, social services,
and a wide range of commercial applications. The company’s patented light emitting sensor technology
enables lightweight scanners that outperform traditional prism-based devices in size, power consumption,
portability, and reliability. Identity management solutions providers, government agencies, and
corporations around the world rely on Integrated Biometrics’ products to enroll and verify individual
identity quickly and accurately, even in remote locations.
IB is an multi-national company that is rapidly scaling with high double-digit sales growth, with all the
challenges and opportunities that accompany rapid growth.
Our executive offices, including marketing, finance, accounting, domestic logistics and strategic
engineering, are based in Spartanburg SC. Our manufacturing and product / process / film engineering
offices are outside of Seoul, South Korea. We also have an expanding R&D lab and film production
facility in Phoenix AZ. The majority of IB’s sales resources work remotely across the globe.
IB has been recognized as one of the South Carolina Top-25 Fastest Growing Companies in 2016 and
2017 and in the Inc. 5000 Fastest Growing Companies for 2016 and 2017.
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